Case Study

Alegis
Construction
Rapidly scaling national general contractor puts
intelligent payment automation to work to increase
efficiency and drive growth.
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“Processing payments was much easier than
what I expected. Within 8 weeks, including
some in-house training with our AP person,
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we were up and running. All we had to do
was send Corpay Payment Automation a
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vendor file—they took care of the rest.”

Alegis Construction is a rapidly growing national
general contractor. They serve both commercial and
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residential markets and are built on customer and vendor
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relationships.

Alegis Construction

Challenges
Vendors were requesting electronic payments—but with

payment approvals have enabled Alegis to scale nationally

offices in different states, Alegis needed a secure way

with fewer resources. “Processing payments was much

for general managers to approve payments remotely, and

easier than what I expected,” notes CFO Dan Finnegan.

a sustainable way for its AP team to deal with vendor

“Within 8 weeks, including some in-house training with our

communications.

AP person, we were up and running. All we had to do was

Solution
Viewpoint ePayments powered by Corpay Payment

send Corpay Payment Automation a vendor file—they took
care of the rest.”

Automation streamlined Alegis Construction’s manual

Time Saved

check-payment process and enabled remote payment

With Viewpoint ePayments, Alegis reclaimed valuable time

approvals, giving more control and visibility to general

from their previous AP workload:

managers at each individual office.

Results
Alegis outsourced vendor payment questions to Corpay
Payment Automation, saving its AP team over 260 hours

5 Hours

Per Week

260
Hours
Per Year

a year handling vendor calls and emails. Plus, remote

Simple and secure electronic payments backed by an industry-leading finance solution* have
made Corpay Payment Automation the leading choice for the enterprise. Contact our payment
automation professionals for a demo at 503.974.1750 or contact@nvoicepay.com.
*Via g2.
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